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1859 member perspective, and sway public sentiments and emotions, which has affected profoundly on overall social impact of the program development. It is how sentiment analysis process as a computational study of people's opinions, sentiments, emotions, and attitudes works well within idea transformation during community development processes. This fascinating problem is increasingly important in building society capacity. It offers numerous research challenges but promises insight useful to anyone interested in opinion analysis and social media analysis [7] . For the purpose of evaluation, a collection of tweets was set. These tweets were extracted and processed for information such as sentiment in dedicated tweets of community development issues. Sentiment words can be divided into two types, base type and comparative type. All the preceding example words are of the base type. Sentiment words of the comparative type (which include the superlative type) are used to express comparative and superlative opinions. Examples of such words include better, worse, best, worst, and alikes, which are comparative and superlative forms of the base adjectives or adverbs such as good and bad. Sentiment analysis of tweets is used to find out whether a tweet consists of positive, negative or neutral sentiment.There are two kinds of learning that usually used in the process of sentiment analysis, which is supervised learning and unsupervised learning.
Several researchers have studied how to adapt a general sentiment lexicon to a particular domain. The machine learning method belongs to supervise learning; this method usually needs many training data that have been labeled manually. Without labeling the training data, supervise learning will disable to be processed [7] . The lexicon-based method is belong to unsupervise learning, which does not need training data and only depend on the dictionary that is used. Both methods have different characteristics, but it can complement if both methods are combined. Regarding to the techniques used in a sentiment analysis, there are two major techniques commonly used; those are machine learning based and lexicon based [8] . Supervised machines learning techniques that are commonly used for this purpose including support vector machine (SVM) [9] and Naïve Bayes [10] .
The combination of both methods can be done by using lexicon-based method to create label tweets which can be used as training data in SVM method so there will be no manually labeling process in this combination method [11] [12] . SVM proved to provide a good classification result in sentiment mining, the implemented practically SVM is often far from the expected level theoretically because their implementations are based on the approximated algorithms due to the high complexity of time and space. Improving the limited performanceclassifications of the real SVM. PCA is deployed to decrease the complexity of an SVM-based sentiment classification task by applying the concept of reducing the data dimensionality.
Contrary to several previous research methods, which already investigatedopinion corpus was written mostly in the English, this work considered a community development opinion problem written in Bahasa Indonesia. This challenge obviously has different structure than did in English. By building a model to determine the sentiment of a tweet about the public responses to the activities of the community development program. Those tweets will be preprocessing, reduction feature and classify to find out whether tweets consists of positive, negative or neutral sentiment. This research focuses to activities of community development programs in the area of Bogor. First, crawling dataset about activities of community development and the preprocessing that is used in this research: filter, lower case, removal the stopwords, tokenizing, parsing, labeling sentiment, and weighting terms. Second, the feature with the lowest value of principal component is reduced using PCA to facilitate the classification using SVM. Finally, evaluation models using scenario testing on comparisons models of training data and test data that are used.
Research Method
Dataset of this case study was written using Bahasa related to the activities of the community development program that previously observed directly in the office of Bogor municipial governmental agency, West Java Indonesia. We collected more than 2000 tweets from twitter about two prominent youth awareness activities. As shown in Figure 1 , the research framework was divided into 4 parts: those are data collected, pre-processing, classification sentiment and evaluation. We discussed the details and result in the following section. 
Preprocessing
For the purpose of pre-processing on the data set, the following sub processed initiated by filter, lower case, tokenize, remove the stop-words, weighting and class labeling were applied. As the pre-processing stages completed and resulted to data that had been cleaned, and then the later one will be processed in by weighting words, with calculation of term frequency-inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) and labeling sentiment using lexicon-based method. Lexicon-based is belong to unsupervised techniques; this method classifies the data into 2 classes of positive or negative [8] , [10] . This lexicon-based method adapts the word-level polarities of a general-purpose sentiment lexicon for a particular domain by utilizing the expression-level polarities in the domain. In return, the adapted word-level polarities are used to improve the expression-level polarities. The word-level and the expression-level polarity relationships are modeled as a set of constraints and the problem is solved using integer linear programming. This method is based on the help of dictionary to classify the tweet into positive sentiment, negative sentiment, or neutral sentiment. There are several steps of lexicon-based that is used in this research, such as determining the polarity of words, negation handling, and also giving a score to every each entity in the tweet. The formula to calculate the score for the entity as seen in the formula (1), based on [7] . 
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In general, calculation of TF (Term Frequency) is the calculation of the number of times a word against the tweet. It is to show how important a word to a tweet that there is a collection of tweets [17] . Results of phases D and E used as a vector W. where W={w1, w2, …, wi} and i ε s contain the word candidates sentiment and W ε V with V is a corpus that contains features and word sentiment. This step gives the class label with lexicon based on each tweet by positive and negative classes that exist in the Indonesian lexicon corpus. Furthermore, the proximity value is calculated by using the lexicon corpus Equation 1 . If the value is positive or end score then assumed the features is apositive. Then tweet or end score value is negative, it is assumed negative features in the tweet grudges, and if not both then tweet including neutral class [7] . TF-IDF [11] was used to identify how important is every single available term in the corpus. It is also a common technique to calculate the vector weight based on the semantic relatedness, tft,d, the frequency of term t in document d, is defined as formula (2) . In this work document is a tweet and used just term frequency.
(2)
Feature Reduction
The purpose of dimension reduction is the main task of PCA (Principal Component Analysis) algorithm [15] . In this work, PCA is used as a statistical procedure in exploratory data analysis and for making predictive opinion models. PCA can be computed by eigenvalue decomposition of a data covariance (or correlation) matrix or singular value decomposition of a data matrix, usually after mean centering (and normalizing or using Z-scores) the data matrix for each attribute.The results of a PCA are usually discussed in terms of component scores, sometimes called factor scores (the transformed variable values corresponding to a particular data point), and loadings (the weight by which each standardized original variable should be multiplied to get the component score).. These principal components are used as a predictor or criterion variable in other analysis. The variables are orthogonalized by the PCA and principal components with largest variation are chosen and components with least variation are eliminated from the dataset. PCA is powerful with its simplicity of the true eigenvector-based multivariate analyses in which the operation can be thought of as revealing the internal structure of the data in a way that best explains the variance in the data. If a multivariate dataset is visualised as a set of coordinates in a high-dimensional data space (1 axis per variable), PCA can supply the user with a lower-dimensional picture, a projection of this object when viewed from its most informative viewpoint. Users might interpret the result by using only the first few principal components so that the dimensionality of the transformed data is reduced.
Classification Methods
Supervised learning is the machine learning task of learning a function that maps an input to an output based on example input-output pairs. It infers a function from labeled training data consisting of a set of training examples. In supervised learning, each example is a pair consisting of an input object (typically a vector) and a desired output value (also called the supervisory signal). A supervised learning algorithm analyzes the training data and produces an inferred function, which can be used for mapping new examples. An optimal scenario will allow for the algorithm to correctly determine the class labels for unseen instances. This requires the learning algorithm to generalize from the training data to unseen situations in a "reasonable" way An SVM model is a representation of the examples as points in space, mapped so that the examples of the separate categories are divided by a clear gap that is as wide as possible. SVM are supervised learning models with associated learning algorithms that analyze data used for classification and regression analysis. Given a set of training examples, each marked as belonging to one or the other of two categories, an SVM training algorithm builds a model that assigns new examples to one category or the other, making it a non-probabilistic binary linear classifier. Supervised Learning in sentiment analysis is a method that trains a sentiment classifier that is taken based on the frequency of occurrence of various words contained in the document, text, or tweet [17] . By doing training process that uses the data input in the form of numerical data such as word index number, and also the weight (usually obtained from the calculation of TF, Term Presence, etc.) will result in a value or pattern that will be used in the testing process for labeling process tweet.
SVM help to find the optimal hyperplane that has a maximum margin and constructs a hyperplane or set of hyperplanes in a high-or infinite-dimensional space, which can be used for classification, regression, or other tasks like outliers detection. Intuitively, a good separation is achieved by the hyperplane that has the largest distance to the nearest training-data point of any class (so-called functional margin), since in general the larger the margin the lower the generalization error of the classifier. Margin itself is the distance between the hyperplane (lines) with the closest point from each class, the closest point usually called as support vector. This section discusses the classification methods used in this research to develop the sentiment mining models. Classification was compiled byRapidMiner Studio with default values for all parameter. The steps SVM of conducted in this research are as follows [17] to prepare the input data in the form of index word, the weight of word, and also its label; to calculate the parameter weight (w); to. Calculate the bias (b) and to get the classification for data testing the processes of four steps performed on SVM method in this research using by setting the best parameter estimation using the grid search. Grid search aims to make the grid parameters of each pair (C, γ). Parameter values (C, γ) determined in advance by a range of values from 0.1 to 0.9, and then pair each value of the parameters (C, γ) so the couple parameters that yield the highest accuracy used in testing scenarios 4 models based on the percentage of training data and test data. The scenario tests the comparisons of training data and testing data that are used [7] . The detail of the comparison of both these data are as follows: a. First model with overall training data 60% and the rest as testing up to 40% b. Second model with overall training training data 70% and testing data 30% c. Third nodel with overall training training data 80% and testing data 20% d. Fourth model with overall training training data 90% and testing data 10%
The testing scenario was gained from the data tweet that has successfully analyzed. This testing model showed the conclusion on the amount of positives, negatives and neutral sentiments obtained from each activities of community development program. The conclusion was only taken from the testing data that previously got the highest accuracy in each activities of community development program.
Results and Analysis
Preprocessing
Crawling is the process by means of a registration API connection using Twitter Application Management to get the API Key, API Secret, access token, access token secret and then performs authentication. Further data collection by keyword with the desired parameters, for example, in this study keywords used about the activities within one years of January 2015 until January 2016 and then stored in a file with the .csv (comma delimited). After preprocessing of the dataset that includes: filter, lower case, tokenize, remove the stop-words, weighting and class labeling.
Feature Reduction
The reduction process used to find the features of the best features that will be used in a classification process that is using the PC of the highest value and reducing features that are considered unfavorable. Features shown are featured with the highest value PC with cumulative variance ≤ 1 that means that features that do not meet these values are no longer variants. Based on reduction features, 1219 feature of activities 1 and features 951 feature of activities 2 that will be used in the classification process.
Classification Performance
In this study, prior to classification by test data, will be estimation parameters on SVM to find the best parameter to be used for classification are the parameter c and γ. SVM classification process in the present study using RBF kernel function where the kernel requires parameter c and γ at the process [18] . During the process to get the best parameter values, it is conducted several stages on the dataset. 1863 accuracy, some couples parameter values that provide accuracy best in class classification sentiment amounted to 97.44% is (c=0.8, γ =0.8), (c=0.8, γ=0.9), (c=0.9, γ=0.8) and (c=0.9, γ=0.9). Application of SVM algorithm with the addition of a neutral class is expected to produce a good model with a high degree of accuracy. Illustrations classification process is represented in Figure 2 . 
Evaluation
Doing performance the classification task, the class evaluation was done by using test scenario use result estimation parameter. It would be easy to understand how good a model in classification in Table 1 . That divides the data into four models: model 1 with 60% of training data, 40% of test data, model 2 with 70% of training data, 30% of test data, model 3 with 80% of training data, 20% of test data, and model 4 90% 10% training data test data to determine the level of accuracy of the model. Table 1 shows that the highest accuracy in the classification by using the dataset obtained by reduction feature of the Model 3 for the activities of the Activity 1while for activities Activity 1in Model 1. Evaluate the performance of the classification model is based on three parameters: accuracy, precision, and recall the values indicated means in Table  1 , where accuracy is not significantly affected by the division of training data and test data. This level of accuracy is good enough to compare with previous research [13] and by comparing the results of classification without reduction feature by PCA.
Reduction feature can improve the accuracy of the classification process and know the public response to the activities of the community development program through Twitter. The weakness of this study is not done preprocessing to detect the language of 'Alay' in a tweet, has not presented a sentiment classification spatially group activities and social media are used in the extraction only the Twitter dataset. 6. Conclusion Sentiment mining models are built which capable for extraction textual data into structure so that produce sentiment and classified to determine the public response to the activities in community development programs. Data collects on the crawling tweets in 1000 tweets of each activity, after preprocessing feature obtained in 1219 and 1302 features and reduced feature after feature into 1156 and features 951. The couples parameter values that provide best accuracy in class classification sentiment is amounted to 97.44% is (c=0.8, γ=0.8), (c=0.8, γ=0.9), (c=0.9, γ=0.8) and (c=0.9, γ=0.9). The accuracy of the resulting data is tweet by reduction features highest Model 1 with 60% of training data and 40% of test data on the Activity 2, namely an accuracy of 88.64% and 82.78% of activity 1. The level of accuracy of the model affected SVM parameter estimation and preprocessing, but not affected the distribution of test data and training data. The evaluation program is a Activity 2 have a level of information spread with the best positive sentiment, and then Activity 1 should be increased of spread information and dissemination program of activities.
